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Luncheon Celebrates
109th Anniversary
1976-77, the latest year for
which figures are available, the
Manpower
Last Saturday, the University Engineering
ranked
UMR
of Missouri-Rolla celebrated its Commission
284
among
a
109th anniversary . The festivity seventh
engineering
schools
which
included a luncheon at the
reported the number of B.S.
University Center East with
speeches given by Mrs. C.J . engineering degrees granted.
In Chancellor Marchello's
(Leola) Millar and Chancellor
Joseph M. Marchello. Many speech he emphasized the big
importance of " UMR today"
alumni, faculty, merchants and
ci ty officials attended the oc- and the expansion of the
university as it continues to
casion.
Through the years, the grow . During the next decade
the Chancellor is expecting an
Uni versity of Missouri-Rolla,
formerly the Missour i School of increase In the enrollment each
M in es and Me tallurgy, has year. Student growth and the
received much cooperation number of faculty members are
between the city of Rolla and a prime . importance in the
Phelps County. The school was development of UMR.
The Chancellor went on to
first established by the Missouri
legislature on February 24, 1870 say, although student growth
as the School of Mines and will increase, so will the
campus.
The
Metallurgy . Later in 1964 the university 's
school was renamed as the newest idea is developing a
University of Missouri-Rolla as portion of the campus west of
part of the four campus the Wilson library. Many of the
university system . In the past temporary buildings ( " T"109 years UMR-MSM has grown buildings) need to be replaced
as to better im prove the
a reputation in the teaching and
training of engineering prac- programs being taught within
tices,
physical
and them . The land south of St.
Patrick 's Church and west of
mathematical sciences.
Approximately 70 percent of the Wilson library extending
the 5,200 students are enrolled over to U.S. 63 may soon be an
in engineering, 20 percent in the entrance into the university . In
physical and mathematical his conclusion, the Chancellor
sciences and 10 percent in hopes the school, the city, the
liberal arts. UMR has con-_ campus and alumni fulfill his
sistently been among the top ten plans and ideals in the
engineering schools in the development of UMR-MSM as
nation in the number of B.S. has been done in the past 109
engineering degrees granted. In years .

By MIKE BUEL

Pizza Night Totals
Submitted By
THETA TAU
The first semi-annual Pizza
Night, held Thursday , Feb . 22,
was a big hit as Theta Tau
exceeded their 200 dollar goal
for the night by 44 dollars. The
night was also successful for
Pizza Inn as they had their
second biggest night in its
history.
The only disappointing aspect
of the evening was the low
turnout of townspeople. Approximately ninty-five percent
of the business was from
students. The delivery service"

by Theta Tau, was run without
too many hitches, with more
than half of the orders requiring
deliveries.
The three organizations with
the most participation were
Beta Sig, TKE and Sig Ep. Beta
Sig took honors for the night as
43 dollars were contributed to
their Ugly Man fund . TKE was
second with $35, followed by Sig
Ep with $26.
Theta Tau would like to thank
all those who participated and
made (he night such a big
success. A special thanks is also
extended to Bob Campbell of
Pizza Inn and his crew .

SU B's an~ua I Casino Ni ght drew a crowd of students who came to bet their $25,000,
hop.efully Increase the stake, and bid it away in the auction. These bedspread sheikhs blew
th~lr funny money
hamburgers, demonstrating the inflation of a market which set the
price of a steak dinner at over a million .
Rollamo staff photo
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Graduation Date Change Discussed
By MICHAEL DUNNERMANN
Possibly
in
the
future
graduating seniors will have
their graduation one week
early . This would exempt them
from being on campus for finals
week . In other words, they
would not have any final exams
and thus, their gradE' would
depend on their previous work .
This exemption from finals
would only be in effect for
graduating seniors in good
standing with the campus. All
other
seniors,
whatever
problems may have occurred,
would be required to return for
their finals .
The
advantage
of
this
proposal would be that a
graduating senior would be
removed from the stra ins of
finals and be given a rest before
going straight to his job .
This seems like a good
proposal\ for many of the
graduating seniors, but for
others it could be a real hassle.
Suppose a senior graduates
with his class and then Ife fails a
r equired course . He would then
be required to return and pass
the course before he could
r eceive his diploma . Problems
with job arran gements and

embarrassment would occ ur
because of delay .
This proposal is said to have
originated from the Chancellor
and from there brought before
the Student Council Board . A
motion was made and passed,
that Student Council was in
and supported
the
favor
propo,a l. It is now said to be

before the Student Affairs. The
over -all impact of this proposal
could cause a few problems on
campus, but it would be a big
help to most of the graduating
seniors. If the proposal was
finalized it would take affect for
the class of 1980 at the earliest.
Little is known for sure.
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Schedu Ie of Events
Thursday
cm

OMEGA
EPSILON
Don't lorget the Omega Chi Epsilon Smok er tonight ,
March 8, in room 139 Ch . E. at 7:00 lor those were in·
vited to join. Please attend to lind out what the
organization is all aboul. Relreshments will be served .
GDI
Tbere will be a GDI General Membership Meeting
Tbursday, March 8 at 7:00 p.m. in 114 C.E.
TAU BETA PI PLEDGING
Tau Beta Pi pledge interviews will be held Thursday,
Marcb 8 and Friday, March 9 Irom 8:30 a.m. to 9:30
p.m . in the Meramac Room, upstairs New Student
Union. The sign·up lists are posted outside Dr. An·
derson's ollice, G·5 EE . You can check your interview
lime there. Also, more aclivies are still needed to in·
terview, so please sign up .
PHYSICS COLLOQUIUM
"OUo the Great in the Ottoman Empire " is the topiC
01 the physics colloquium Thursday , March 8, 4 p.m. in
Physics 104. Dr. Otto Hill , pro lessor 01 physics, will
expound. Collee will be available all:.4o p.m.

Frid,a y
PHI KAPPA THETA DISCO
For the ultimate in nighttime entertainment come to
Phi Kappa Theta, Friday , March 9, Irom 8·1 and kick all
SI. Pat's the right way . A beer truck will be on location .
SIG NU PARTY
For the party 01 the semester, come on over to Sigma
Nu's Animal House Disco, Friday, March 9th . The I~n
will begin at 9:00 with best toga judging at 10:00,
green·jello eating contest at 10 :30, and John Belushi
look·alike contest immediately lollowing . Winners will
each receive twenty Iree servings 01 their lavorite
beverage. Admission is Iree iI you wear a toga - 25
cents otherwise. A party you 'll ne·,er ... remember'
Sponsored by Little Sisters 01 the White St ar.
CHEMISTRY SEMINAR
" Proton Allinities" is the topic 01 a chemi stry sem i·
nar Friday, March 16,4 :30 p.m., Chemistry·Chemical
Engin'eering 125 . Speaker is Dr . Harry Hopkins,
prolessor of chemistry at Georgia St ate College.
Relreshments will be available at 4 p.m. Please note
change of date.

Saturday
ST. PAT CONCERT FEATURES DIRT BAND
Final official event of the 51. Pat's weekend will be a
concert Saturday evening, 8 p.m. , in the Gale Bullman
Multi,Pu~pose Building featuring the Dirt Band .
Tickets f<tr the SI. Pat Concert are 53 ea ch for
students llimit I two per J.D . and 55 each for the general
pubtic . Sales on campus begin Thursday and Friday,
March 8·9 19:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. I and continue Mon·
da y, Tuesday and Wednesday. March 12. 13 an 14 (9 :30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.1 in the first ·floor lobby of the
Easl.
Box ollice will open the night of the concert at 6: 30
p.m. in the Multi·Purpose Building lobby . Doors open
lor the concert at 7:30 p.m.
There will be a meeling of the Intercollegi ate Knight s
March 8. at 7:00 p.m. in Room 216 Old Student Union .
RIFLE TEAM BAR-B-Q
Got the late night munchies from studying or partying
down? Don 't get a pizza, try something new . Come
down to the UMR Rille Team Bar·B·Que at Johnny 's
Smoke Stak on 72 highway . Buy a 22 oz . beverage in a
SI. Pat·s Coors cup and keep the cup . $1. 25 for the first
draw and 75 cents a refill.
BETA SIGMA PSI UGLY MAN PARTY
Beta Sigma Psi will have a Theta Tau Ugly Man
Benelit party this Saturday night Irom 8: OO·? Cover
charge of $1 without green on, $.75 with green. Money
goes to Theta Tau charity .
AEPIREFFLE
The AEPi rarrle lor the beer light and beer clock will
be held two weeks later, on March 31.

SUB FREE MOVIE
SUB presents "The Movie of the Week, " THE 3
STOOGES : FOLLIES, starring Larry, Curly, and Moe .
Two showings only at 4:00 and 6:30 on Sunday. March
11 , in Centennial Hall . Admission : UMR!D .
TKEHAMBURGERSALE
TKE will sponsor it's umpteenth Hamburger Sale on
Sunday, March 18, from 4:00 p.m.·6:00 p.m. to benelit
Rolla charities. Two ",·Ib. burgers plus '~· Ib . of fries for
$1. 75 . Chow down for Rolla town .

Tuesday
SWE
The Society of Women Engineers will meet on
Tuesday, March 13, in the east part of SI. Pat's
Ballroom of the University Center West . The meeting
will start at 6:15 p.m. The speaker will be Kathy
Mullins, a chern engine grad Irom UMR working for
DuPonl.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
The UMR Christian Science Org meels at 6:30 each
Tuesday evening in the church building on the SE
corner 01 7th and Stale Streets. Everyone is invited to
our hall·hour meetings in which we share thoughts and
experiences of Christian Science applying to student
Iile . This spring, several short 16mm movies will be
shown at the meetings thai depict dillerent applications
01 Christian Science. Please leel welcome to attend our
weekly meeting .
ST. PAT'S JAZZ CONCERT
UMR J azz Ensembles 1 and II will present a concert
Tuesday . March 13. 8 p.m.. Centennial Hall . Directed by
Tom Ruess. tec turer in music. the jazz groups will
present a special program in honor of SI. Pat 's.

Wednesday
TECH ENGINE CLUB DISCO TEA
Start SI. Pat's Party Weekend ofl right at the Campus
Club·Tech Engine Club Disco Tea . Plenty of music.
Harvey Wallbangers, and a good time for all. So come
on up to Tech Engine Club Wednesday nighl. 8:00·? ??
and get psyched!' Wednesday, March 14.
CAR WASH
The pledges 01 Zeta Tau Alpha will be having a car
wash Wednesday, March 14th Irom 1:30 p.m.·5 :30 p.m.
It will be held at Delano's Gas Station at the corner of
11th and Hw . 63 .
'
For only a measly $1.50 come out and clean that car
alter this n.asty winter, so that it will be spruced up for
SI. Pat's!
TKETGIW
Why wait for the extravaganza? Start your SI. Pat's
partying at 3:00 p.m. on Wednesday, March 14 at the
TKE house at 1107 State SI. Weather permitting, the
kegs will be 1I0wing on the patiO . If nol, we'lI move it
inside. See you there.

CLASS RINGS
Class ring salesman selling rings at University
Center East on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday ,
March 12th, 13th and 14th at 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
ATIENTION
Those students nol registered at the Placement Orrice
that are signed up for interviews are being taken orr of
the interview schedule!
Make sure you are regislered before signing an
interview list for your own sake'
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING SHORT COURSE
Engineers and manage rs from Jord an. Ko rea.
Venezuela. Boli via and the Unit ed Stat es are a tlend ing
a two·wee k short course at UMR on sys tem pl ann ing for
electrical distribut ion systems. It is pari of a four·week
tra ini ng progra m sponsored by Ih e Na tional Rural
Elec tric Cooperation Assoc iation and li MR .

QUALITY CLEANERS .
108 W. 7th St.

Rolla, Mo. 6540)

~~

look Out
Rolla Co -Eds ...
Mizzou Imports
are on Their Way
ST. PAT'S '79

'~
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Display Takes Second
Submitted by SAE
The UMR chapter of the
Society
of
Automotive
Engineers won second place
and $600 in the student display
competition at the 1979 SAE
Congress and Exposition last
week in Detroit. UMR's display
featured a quarter mile drag
race Simulator, a slide show
about branch activities, and
photographs of the campus and
of current projects in the
Mechanical
Engineering
Department. Passers-by could
try their skill on the simulator
and thus compete for the best
time and for a Hurst shifter of
their choice. While waiting for
their turn, others could take a
look at UMR and at student
undertakings in alternate fuel
and emission studies. UMR has
had a display at the last ten
expositions, but thi's was the
first time that UMR ever placed
in the student display com·
petition. Lawrence Institute of
Technology located in Detroit
placed first while the Univer·
sity of Cincinnati took third
place. Honorable mention was
extended to Michigan Tech
University and the University
of Wisconsin.
The 1979 SAE Exposition was
held from February 26 through
March 2, 1979. The UMR
students attending this year
were Roberta Hoedl, Randy
Hoyt, Eric Cromer, Ken Schmid, Paula Snyder, Mark
Foley, Rick Davis, Leslie
McIntyre, Mark Scamahorn,
Charlie
McNamara,
John
Trousdale,
and
Rebecca
as
a
Burgess.
Acting
chaperone, Dr. Richard T.
Johnson, the faculty advisor of
the SAE, also attended the
week-long event.
The entire group from UMR
toured the facilities of some of
the high executives in the
automotive industry . At Ford
the group saw their physical
test area as well as their 1981
car garage for sneak previews

Mizzou Imports IfYouWantThem,
You Can Have Them! !
-Rolla Coeds
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of new models. At Chevrolet
Engineering Center, computeraided technology was revealed
to the students. This included
automotive drafting machines,
computer graphics terminals,
and computers used to determine
where
resonant
The
frequencies
occur.
Chrysler tour was of their
proving grounds. This included
an actual drive on the test
roads . A few students were able
to tour Chrysler'S Engineering
facilities in Highland Park,
Michigan, and some went to
Flint, Michigan, to take a look
at
Buick's
Product
Engineering. During free time
at the Exposition, students went
to hear technical papers
presented at the Congress. or to
Windsor, Canada, or down the
street to the Renaissance
Center.
On the lighter side, the UMR
students were wined and dined
in style. One night they were the
guests of the UMR-MSM Detroit
Alumni Association for a dinner
banquet. On the morning of the
Ford tour, the group was
treated to breakfast by Ford
who was represented by Mr.
Dick Rousos . Finally, the group
dined with Mr. Floyd Reuss,
Director of Engineering at
Chevrolet, at The Fox and
Hounds
Restaurant
in
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan.
Other
General
Motors
representatives
were
also
present at that dinner.
The week-long adventure in
Michigan was made possible
through donations amounting to
$3,150 from various companies .
The sponsors were the AAA
Auto Clup of Missouri, Buick
Motor Division, Carter Carburetor,
Chevrolet
Motor
Division, Chrysler Corporation,
Ford Motor Company, Hurst,
Moog .Automotive Inc., Pittsburgh Plate Glass, Ramsey
Corporation, St. Louis Section,
Sid 's Upholstry, University of
Missouri-Rolla, and Wagner
Electric Corporation.
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L~mbda

Ch i Alp ha

Be ne fit Din ne r
·T ick ets Av ail ab le

~a mbda Chi Alpha's Vice Presiden t Bruce Colborne
sells Gary Broyles of Broyles Dis. the
first ticket to the annual Chicken Benefit Dinner.

:t
e
It

is

r

,

Cha llen gel -

When last the story was heard
Was a challenge to Eta Kap Nerd
To prove strength and endurance in Tug of War
And be champs over nerds evermore.
Then came a cry of "yes"; our challenge was answered
But alas, it seemed that their biceps were cancered.
For when braun and brain had at last prevailed
"We should have beat those MEs," the EEs wailed.
So the pledges of Pi Tau sat down to drink
And enjoy their victory as some would think.

r.
p

i,

I,

l,
t·

Y
I,

But a new class of pledges has entered the frat
And vowed to continue to lay opponents flat
We began to search for a more competitive bunch
To serve our purpose; to have for our lunch.
It could have been chemists, but they 're quite insane
It may have been comp sci's, but they have no brain.
So it had to be CEs, those meek walking tripods,
Stop hiding your faces and show us your bods.
We ask you to prove your strength and your grit
And we promisetorip you apart bit by bit
But because MEs are made of all that is nice
We promise the pieces to·be no smaller than rice
Now don't worry you CEs, hold your heads high
There's no need to pout and no need to cry .
For there's no possible way to" be outclassed by an·EE
Let this be your prize in absence of victory.
So if this challenge your pledges accept
Our pledges promise their vows will be kept
Let the prize be a keg, for the winners to behold
To be drunk and enjoyed while the brew is still cold .
Now answer our challenge , if you so dare
Name the time of your choice, and then you beware!
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Suomltted By
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Lambda Chi Alpha 's Benefit
Chicken Dinner is one of the
area's annual rund raising
. projects. All proceeds from this
dinner will go to the State
School 23 and the Rolla
Cerebral Palsy School. Lambd:t
Chi Alpha started this project
in 1963, and since then, over
$12,400 have been donated to the
State Schooll," " C'prebral Palsy
Center.
The dinner this year will be

held-on Sunday, March II from
noon to 7 p.m. Tickets are $2.00
per person and can be purchased from any brother of
Lambda Chi Alpha or at the
door of the day of the dinner .
Advance tickets may be purchased by calling 364-9901 or
364-9984. Carry out services will
be provided . The menu. for the
dinner
will
include
the
following :
chicken,
green
beans, jello salad, potato salad,
rolls, tea, milk, coffee. Please
help support this dinner. Your
help will be appreCiated.

N ew s
St ud en t Po sit ion s Op en
On Ac ad em ic Council,
Ot he r Co mm itt ee s
Submitted by
STEVE TREIS,
STUCOP res.
The Student Council is accepting
applications
for
membership on the UMR
Academ ic Council and other
UMR Standing Committees.
These positions are open to any
full-time
undergraduate
student in good standing. We
would encourage all students to
apply for a pOSition, since many
decisions which directly affect
other students and the entire
student body are either made or
recommended by these committees. Through the student
members of these committees,
we can insure that the student
body opinion is expressed.
The following committees
need student representation:
Academic Council (5 students),
Public Occasions (3) , Computer
(I), Facilities Planning (2) ,
Library (I), Student Affairs (5) ,
Student Awards and Financial
Aids (2), Student Scholastic
Appeals (2), Security and
Traffic Safety Committee (3),
Student Conduct (3) , Committee on Effective Teaching

and Faculty Awards (3) ,
Campus Equal Employment
Opportun ity-Affirm ative Action
Advisory
Committee
(4) ,
Parents' Day Committee (2),
Universit y Day Committee (I) ,
National Merit Day Committee
(2),
Commencement
Committee
(2) , Science
and
Engineering Fair Committee
(I), and Calendar Committee

(lJ.

Descriptions of and applications to serve on these
committees are available in the
Student Council Office, 202 Old
Student Union. Applications are
due March 23, 1979. Again , we
urge all interested students to
take advantage of this opportunity to affect Universit y
decisions in a positive manner.

FRESHMEN
by decree of his eminence
St. Patrick,
All freshmen will be required to carry a
shillelagh for the purpose of killing all snakes
passing through this area from MARCH 5-14.
This will clear the way for his honor, enabling
him to visit his favorite university, A judging of
shillelaghs will take place Monday, March 12th
on the hockey puck. The winners of the men's
contest will receive 1st, 2nd, and 3rd prizes, and
the winners of the ladies will receive 1st, 2nd and
3rd place prizes!

Sun oco Don ates Min ing Gra nt

Layout Assist~nts: J. Stoddard, R. Willis

Miner Office Phone: 341-4235
Subscripti ons are available to the general readership at a rate 01
S6 per semester.
Articles and photos lor publication in the Miner must be in by 9
p.m . on Monday belore printing on Thursday .
THE MISSOURI MINER
T-1
University 01 Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, Mo. 65401

SOURCE: OPI
The University of Missouri Rolla has received a $2,000
grant from the Sunoco Energy
Development
Co.
for
unrestricted use · in mining
engineering.
According to Dr. Ernest M.
Spokes,
head
of
mining

engineering, the funds will be
used for undergraduate student
assistance in the form of
miscellaneous scholarships.
The check was recently
presented to Dr. Spokes by
James W. Francis, profession al
mining
engineer,
Surface
Mining, SUNEDCO, Dallas,
Tex ., during his visit to the
campus. Francis holds an M.S.

degree in mining engineering
from UMR .
While he was on campus,
Francis spoke to the student
ch apter of the Society of Mining
Engineer s of the American
Insti tu te
of
Mining,
Metallurg ical and Petroleum
En gineers on " The Use of
Large Draglines in the Surface
Mining of Coal. "
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WhoNeeds'Em?

Physics Department Defends Labs
By PAUL BRAUN
While the average college
student is going to school, he
usually questions the amount of
knowledge he is gaining from
some of his courses . In many
casesj the reason a student
consioers a course to be
"worthless" is that the instructor teaching the course
falls to properly present the
material causing the student to
fail to learn the material. While
we are fortunate at 'UMR to
have very few of these " bad"
teachers, there still are several
courses here which many
students consider to be a total
waste of money and time.
Surprisingly, one of the classes
which many students consider
to be "worthless" is Physics
lab.
Last week I had a chance to
talk to two' professors in the
Physics Department about
Physics labs. The two were Dr.
Charles
E.
McFarland,
Associate Professor of Physics
and the man in charge of first
semester physics labs (both
PhYSics 22 and Physics 23 labs )
and Dr. John T. Park, Chairman of the UMR Physics
Department. The following is a
summary of my conversations
with both Professor McFarland
and Professor Park . (One point
which should be made is that I
talked to each one separately,
but each one answered many of
the same questions. ) First my
interview with Dr. McFarland.
The first question I asked
Professor McFarland was why
the physics labs were only 2
hours long instead of 3 hours
like many of the other labs at
UMR. (in many cases, the
extra hour would allow the
students to finish the ex-

periment without rushing, and
the student would also have
mor e time to understand the
principles behind the lab.)
Mcf arland said that there
wasn 't enough time during a
week to schedule three hours
labs to accommodate all the
students needing to take the
course. If this was done, he
said, the labs would start
MUCH earlier than they do
currently (8:30 AM on most
days), last 'dluch late in the
afternoons and there would be
several more evening sections
of the course . So I asked him
why they don't use ariother
room for the labs, having two
sections at the same time. He
replied that the state hasn 't
supplied the department with
enough apparatus to equip two
laboratories for each semester
of physics labs.
Unfortunately, the problem of
the lack of time to finish the
labs still was unsolved, so I
asked Dr. McFarland why they
don't decrease the amount of
work which needs to be
finished in any given two-hour
lab . He r eplied "I think most
students are able to finish the
work in the time allotted and we
feel if we were to decrease the
!Imount of work, the labs would

approach
triviality.
Some
students will, I'm sure, be
unable to finish in time, in the
same way that some students
get D's and F 's on examinations ." He went on to say that
this was unfortunate but it is a
reality in life at a university .
Next, I asked Dr. McFarland
a question several students
requested me to put to him. The
question was "Do you honestly
think the average UMR student
learns anything useful in physic
labs? " He replied "Definitely."
and then asked what I meant by
"Useful". I said anything that
they will use agairi once they
pass the course . He then said
"That is a loaded question and
it is a question I consider
typical of students who are
probably out of place at a
university like this." He went
on to say that the main purpose
of this lab course was to give
students experience they lack in
the
performance
of
experiments. He also said "There
are very few opportunities for
any meaningful laboratory
work here in most programs on
this campus, and it is not, and
has never ever been, the intention to have a narrow
definition of usefulness. The
idea is to give them some

"WHERE SERVICE AFTER THE SALE IS
THE RULE NOT THE EXCEftTION "
KEN CHYMIAK
HWY • • S SOUTH
ROLLA. MO. 8.,.01

TIM CHYMIAK
'.'413U-S008

COORS KEG BEER

breadth to their education and ' then I would expect that the
to give them some ex- student should seriously conperience ... " Finally McFarland sider if he is attending the right
said "I object, very much, to kind of school." After pointing
questions of that kind . Students out that this response was from
who ask questions of that kind approximate 95 percent of the
are betraying their lack of students I talked to, he 'said
maturity."
"This is perhaps partly covered
After his last response, I had by the rather severe restricsome hesitation about asking tions on space and eqUipment
Dr.
McFarland my next which we have · been working
question, but I went ahead and with before. Also comments of
said it anyway. I asked "Were this type ... reveal things about
you aware that the average the program which we are
student considers physics lab as already well aware of and they
'one of the most worthless are also very revealing about
courses' he takes in college? Do the students who make the
you have any comment on this comments ." When I state that
subject?" He replied "If a many of these people had
student considers it (physics received either an A or B out of
lab) to be one of the most
worthless courses in college,
(Cont. on p. 13)

Technics
How do you get more of the things you want in a receiver . without
putting more than you want into it? Simply by choosing one of
Technics new receivers.
All Technics receivers , like the SA·400 shown below , are big on
power , big on performance , big on technology , but not big on
price . And that will make you big on Technics .
So will hefty transformers , generous capacitors , bridged rectifiers
and direct coupling . They ' re the ingredients that give a Technics
receiver everything from the power to punchout deep bass notes ,
to the reserve power requ i red to float through power. hungry
musical passages without a trace of audible distortion . And in any
language that spells dynamic range .
So does our 3-s t0ge direct-coupled phono equalizer section . It
gi v es you a phono SI N ratio of 90 dB ot 10mV (i HF A ) and an
o v erload -resi stant phono input that will accept v irtually any car tridge . So your records will sound every bit as good as they
should .
For good FM reception , yo u 'd better have a tuner section sensitive
enough to pull in e v en the weakest and mcst distant signals . And
th at's the kind of sensitivity you get : 10.8 dBf (l .9uV IHF'S8). That's
impressive . That 's the result of Technics-developed flat -group
delay filters and a Phase Locked loop Ie in the MPX section. It's
also w hy you get outstanding separation . negligi ble noise and inaudible distortion .
The Te chnics SA-2oo , 300 and 400. Th ey ' re all big on perf o rmance .
They ' re all sma ll on price .

Knowing what you want in a receiver is one
thing. Being able to afford it is Technics.
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Coors Party Paks

~he ~0e:md GeQ~ef>

provide the brewery
fresh flavor of Coors
draught beer. For your

"Go Ahead And Ask Us"

next party , picnic,

Hwy. 72 at Pete Ave .

Rollo. Mo.

.364-7715

barbecue, or whatever,
enjoy a Coors

BpURO'S

Party Pak .

Bar/Restaurant
Ask About Banquets

DISCO

Ransdall
Distributing

18th & Frisco Tracks, Rolla

Thurs., Fri. & Sat.,
9:30-1:00

1435 Hauck Dr.

Forum II

341-2110

-
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All events will be held daily on the Hockey Puck at 12 :30.
The St. Pat 's Board has all the final decisions.

EVENT

e
n·

Men's Shillelagh Judging
Women Shillelagh Judging
Beard Judging
Faculty Beard Judging
Oldest St. Pat's Sweatshirt
Tuesday, March 13
St. Pat 's Sweatshirt With Most St. Pat's Buttons
Most Sweatshirts worn
Oldest St. Pat's Button
Wednesday, March 14
Best St. Pat's Song, Poem or Jingle
Most Garters Worn on One Leg (Girls)
Greenest Person - Male
Greenest Person - Female
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PRIZE

Monday, March 12
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ng
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8 days \e\\
St. Pat'ssc-hedule
MONDAY, MARCH 12
12:30 p.m . .,.. Follies Week· Men and women shillelagh "judging and
student and faculty beard judging.
10:00-1:00 p.m . - Belly·up with the Board at Bruno's.
TUESDAY, MARCH 13
12:30 p.m. - Judging oldest St. Pat's sweat shirt, st. Pat's sweat
shirt with the most St. Pat's buttons, most St. Pat's sweat shirts worn,
and Ibe oldest St. Pat's button, Hockey Puck (north of University
Center)
8:00p .m. - Concerl UMR Jazz Ensembles I and II. Centennial Hall.
Open to the pub lic .
I
7:00·12 :00p.m. - Belly·up with the Board at the AttiC .
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14
12:30 p.m. - Judging best original song, poem or jingle about St .
Pat, most garters worn on one leg (female only) , greenest personmale and female, Hockey Puck (North of University Center)
7 p.m .·Midnight - Theta Tau Casino Night, National Guard Ar·
mory . Open to the public

1st & 2nd Trophy
3rd $10.00
1st Trophy
1st Trophy
Prize
Prize
Prize
Prize
1st - $25
Prize
Prize
Priie

Theta Tau Omega
Presents
/

CASINO NIGHT
AtThe
Armory

Wednesday, March 14
7:00-Midnight
L.ots Of Prizes

THURSDAY, MARCH 15
II a.m. - st. Pat arrives on rail car
II: 15 a.m . - Tap green keg at the Mine Shaft Tavern

Noon·4 p.m . - St . Pat's Picnic Extravaganza, Lions Club
Park +students only
4:00-5 :30 p.m. - Store window display judging
5:30 ·6:00 p.m. - Town beard contest, Dave's Barber Shop
(Categories: full beard and miscellaneous beard I
FRIDAY, MARCH Ie
8:00 · 10:00 a.m. - Queen 's mlervlews, centennial Hall
10:00 a.m .·Noon - Coronation rehearsal, Gale Bullman Multi·
Purpose Building
1:00-4:00 p.m. - Traditional St. Pat games at Lions Club Park
(Games : Six Pack Chug, Endurance Chug, Girl's Quart Chug, Tall
Boy Relay Contests: Cudgel Carry and Judging)
6:00·8:30 p.m . - Dinner to honor Queen and Honorary Knights,
Espiscoal Parish House and Centennial Hall (by inv itation )
9: 00·10:30 p.m . - Coronation and kn ighting ceremony, Gale
Bullman Multi·Purpose BUilding-Pu blic invited to attend
10 p.m.·2 a.m. - Coronation dance, National Guard Armory
(students only)
SATURDAY, MARCH 17
8:30 a.m. - Floats assemble in their sections. Green stripe painted
down Pine Street
9: 00 a.m . - Non·lloats and special units assemble in their sections
10:00 a.m. - St. Pat starts down Pine Street
II a.m. ·t p.m. - Parade follows St. Pat
I p.m . - Antique Car show at Autos of Yesteryear Museum
2 p.m . - Knighting ceremony (student knights ), New Jackling
Field
8 p.m . - St. Pat Concert, " Dirt Band," Gale Bullman Multi·
Purpose Building

Money Goes To 8ig Brothers/Sisters Of Rolla

I:"'elp Us Help Rolla

JWotetl\an

just a carYOu'DliIte.
Irs a car you'D 10\1e.

Compelling...Sensitive... Unforgettable

BUICK REGAl. OR OLDS CUTlASS
Fully equipped with air conditioning.
Under

$6000.00

'-.
OlDS CUTlASS SUPREME COUPE

Buy Now-Pay After On The Job!

SPECIAL DEALS-Special financing especially
designed for UMR graduates.

BUY NOW AND SAVE AT

~!~
Forum Plaza

364·5432

0

n 9·9

Schweiss Motor Co., Inc.
Olds-Buick-AMCI Jeep
500 Hwy. 63 South Rolla, Mo,
Open 8 to 7 Sat, till 4 p.m.
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'THE MOVE IS ON TO NATIONAL'
~
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Where More than the Price is Right ...and tbe Price is Rightl

NA TIONA!.. SELLS
ONLY U.S .D.A.
GOV ' T GRADES
CHOICE BEEF

Pork Steaks

Cube Steaks
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SIll

Lb.

Lb

Pork Chops
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Lb

CHUC,",OUALITY
ANY SIZE PA,CI<AGE lB, SI .79
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Spotlight

--Joel Kramme
By Gloria Avula
At Harris Hall we find an
interesting instructor of music,
Joel Kramme. Mr. Kramme is
in charge of the Mandrigal
Dinners, choral music, choirs,
and also works with orchestras.
Growing up in South Dakota,
Kramme went on to study
music at South Kakota State
University, where he received
his BA degree. He went on to the
University of Iowa where he
obtained a MA. Beginning his
doctorate at Univ. of Michigan,
Kramme is finishing his degree
presently at the University of
Iowa.
Taking day tours on his
bicycle around Rolla, is one of
Kramme's favorite pastimes,
riding about fifty miles length.
In the summer of 1977, Kramme
bicycled fr'om Iowa City to
Rolla upon completing his
summer studies, which is about
700 miles.
Before moving to Rolla,
Kramme taught in the public
school system of Warren,

Michigan, a suberb of Detroit.
And before that, he taught
music part-time at Coleman,
South Dakota.
Being a band director was
Kramme's first intention. His
particular interests lie in early
music, the early music being
before the eighteenth century.
At the present, Kramme is
working on an experiment
dealing with the effects of the
vocal voice in the 'accoustics of
a room.
Two projects for next year
that Kramme will be working
on are: The outgrowth of the
Mandrigal Dinners which may
become a production of the MidWest
Shakespearean
Shautauqau. The Shautauqau is
a multi-campus program and
will be concerned with an
exhibition at Nelson Gallery in
Kansas City. The other project
is Handel's "Isreal in Egypt."
It will involve university
groups, civic musicians, and
professional musicians. Two
performances will be held, one
at Ft. Leunard Wood and the
other at Rolla.

Some of the organizations
that Mr. Kramme is a member
of are: Music Educators
National Conference Missouri
Music Educators Association,
American Choral Directors
Association, and International
Association for Research and
Singing, to name a few. Mr.
Kramme says, "I love my
work!"

A music major at the
University of Missouri·Rolla
has been discussed. The administration on campus have
expressed a desire to have a
music program in the future.
They feel it would broaden the
scope of the University and
supply a need for a program
such as music for this part of
the state. However, the major
program would cost and funds
would have to be sufficient to
support the program .

Barbara S. Askins
SOURCE: NASA

SOURCE:
AUGUSTA the 1970 population census - Today, March 8, Is Inthe latest available here, there ternational Women's Day.
CHRONICLE
were 170 Single women for
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
every 100 single men in the
Barbara S. Askins, a chemist
country.
In the over-30 age bracket,
MOSCOW CAP) - "Where
the problem is particularly
are you , knights?"
serious.
Single women out"Where are you, knights?"
number single men by 21
That plaintive appeal was
million. Even if all the eligible
posed recently by three wellbachelors married, four out of
educated single women in their
10 women would not have a
late 20s whose letter to a local
mate.
newspaper pOinted up the
Much of the Soviet maledisarray on the Soviet singles
female imbalance used to be
scene, where women complain
traced to World War II when
of loneliness beca use of a
millions of young men died.
shortage of eligible men.
Now,
however,
Soviet
The three women said they
demographers blame it on a
want desperately to marry but
higher death rate among men
not to the "modern" Soviet man
than women.
who they claimed is more inWhile
the
concept
of
terested in Western fads than in
"loneliness" in Western society
a family.
Expressing disgust at the __ is repeated over and over again
in the Soviet press, it is only
sight of long-haired, jeanS-clad,
rarely that unhappiness among
television-dazed bachelors, the
Soviet young people is laid bare.
women asked: "So, you would
like us to marry such a man?
( contin ued on pg. 99)
No, it is better to live alone."
They added: "This is a
sorrowful thing when a woman
at the age of 25-28 is deprived of
a family and maternal bliss.
The reason is that each of us
cannot find a dignified man."
Even in a society where male
and female workers are thrown
together at factories, at trade
unions or the weekly Communist Party meetings, the
singles life is a hard one. Young
people, if they can, marry early
- 18 for women, 21 for men on
the average.
Women are considered old
maids, literally described in
Russian as "old virgins," if
they are not wed at least by age
25.
According to statistics from

downstown

( Photo by Seck)

Inventor Of The Year

Soviet Singles'
Problems

JoelKramme

at the Marshall Center's Space
. Sciences Lab, has been named
the 1978 "National Inventor of
the Year" by the Association
for the Advancement of Inventions
and
Innovations
(AAlI) in Washington, D.C.
The award was announced
last week by Edward J.
Brenner, executive director of
the AAII. It will be presented at
a ceremony Sunday, Feb. II, at
the U.S. Patent Office in
Washington.
The awards ceremony will
climax a two-day observance of
National Inventions Day, cosponsored by the AAII and the
U.S. Patent Office, that will also
feature
invention
exhibits
Saturday, Feb. to, and induction of inventors into the
Inventors Hall of Fame on
Sunday.

by Tim Downs

A reception honoring Ms.
Askins and the family members
of Hall of Fame inductees will
follow the award and induction
ceremonies.
The Inventor of the Year is
selected from nominations
received by the AAII from
private business and industry
as well as government agencies
throughout the U.S. Ms. Askins
was nom ina ted for the honor
through NASA Headquarters by
Dr. W.R. Lucas, director of the
Marshall Center.

Chemist Askins

The NASA Headquarters
selection committee chose Ms.
Askins as the NASA Inventor of
the Year and forwarded her
nomination with supporting
materials to the AAII last
December.
.
The AAII selected Ms. Askins
for her invention of a practical'
autoradiographic
image
enhancement process, using the
radioactive
chemical
thioureasulphur 35, for severely
underexposed photographs that
would otherwise be worthless.
A further application is in the
field of medical radiography
where it has been shown to have
potential for substantially
reducing patient exposure to xrays. The process has also been
used to restore faded old
photographs to their original
quality.
Ms. Askins, a native of
Belfast, Tenn. , received her
Bachelors and Masters degrees
in
chemistry
from
the
University of Alabama at
Huntsville.
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GLORIA P. AVULA
Delta Tau Delta
The brother s of Delta Tau Delt a are
proud to present Gloria Avula as our
choice for St. Pat 's Queen . Gloria is a
freshman majoring in Mechanical
Engineering, and lives here in Rolla .
Her time between class work is well
spent. Gloria enjoys painting, playing
tennis, wriling, and just making new
friends . She is acti ve on campu s as a
wri ter for the MINER . We truly
believe that Glori a's warm smile will
add th e beauty needed to th e 1979 St.
Pa t's cour l Ih al will make Ih is Ihe
grea test St. Pal's ever for UM R.

At 22, M s. Cynthia Marie Bante
proudly represents the Men of TEKE
as Iheir 1979 St. Pal' s Quee n ra n·
didate . And we're proud 10 have her.
Recenll y graduating from a North
Kansas City hospital with a degree in
Medical Technology and a 3.5 overall
G.P.A., she will return 10 Southwesl
Missouri State Uni. and receive a B.S.
degree in chemistry with an equally
impressive scholastic stand ing.
Until then , our blond haired blue
eyed lass will spend a few weeks in
Colorado at her fa vorite pasttim e,
skiin g. Cynth ia also looks forward to
spring as she loves to swim , hike, pl ay
softball and gener ally soak up Ihe sun .
We think you will agr ee wi th us th at
Ms . Bante would make th e perfec t
Queen. But why take our word for it.
a picture is worth a th ou sa nd word s!

AcacIa
We the brolhers of Ihe Missouri
School of Mines chapler of Acacia
Fralernity are proud to announce Ihe
nomination of Lesa Ann House as our
t979 St. Pat ricks Queen of Love and
Beauty candidate. Miss House is a
senior al Glendale High School in
Springfield, Missouri where she is in
Ihe top 5 percenl of a senior class 400.
She is also a member of Anchor Club,
a service organizalion , and Tau Phi
Gamma high school social and service
sorority .

Phi Kappa Theta

DONITA PICKENS
Zeta Tau Alpha
The sisters of Zela Tau Alpha are
proud to present Miss Donita Pickens
as our candidate to reign by the side of
St. Pat for 1979.
Donita is Assistanl Director of
Pledge Programming al Zeta , a
member of Beta Chi Sigma, and a
Kappa Sigma Starduster . Donila,
daughter of Don and Benita Pickens of
Fenton, Missouri, is now a sophomore
at UMR majoring in mechanical
engineering.
We of Zela Tau Alpha feel thai with
Donita's bubbling and cheerful per·
sonality St. Pat could have no better
choice for his queen .

Campus Club
. The Campus Club organization is
proud to announce that Beverly
Lesauski is our nominee for St. Pal's
Queen of Love and Beauty . Beverly is
the daughter of Robert and Dolores
Lesauski from Evergreen Park,
Illinois. She has attended Southern
Illinois University al Carbondale for 3
years, where she was both council
representative and president of her
dorm itory noo, as well as a writer for
the student newspaper. She is
currenlly seeking to complete her
degree program in speech com ·
munications by the end Of thi s sum mer at SIU-Edwardsville. In her
spar e tim e, Bev enjoys sew ing, sc uba
di ving, and skiing down genll e slopes
of snow . We beli eve this prett y,S ' 4",
blue-eyed blonde would properl y
r epresent Ihe enti re Uni versi ty of
M issouri-Rolla on this festi ve St. Pa l's
weekend .

Phi Kappa Theta Fraternily has
selected Cindy Rozier as their 1979 St.
Pat's Queen candida Ie at Ihe
University of Missouri-Rolla . Cindy is
Ihe daughler of
Mrs. Kennelh
Grissom, Auxvasse, and Mr. Neil A.
Rozier oC-Chesapeake, Virginia . She is
a 1975 graduate of North Callaway
High School. She is presenlly studying
Business Education at the University
of Missouri-Columbia , while working
as a secretary for Ihe Jefferson City
Deparlment of Public Works .
Cindy participales in many sporls
and is active in bowling, softball, and
volleyball teams . She has many olher
hobbies including swimming, sewing
and handicrafts of various kinds .
and
Being
friendly,
charming,
prosperous, the Men of Phi Kap are
pleased . to have her as th eir
'representat ive .

Kappa Alpha
The Brothers of Kapp~ Alpha would
like to proudly present Paula Tochen
as candidate for the queen of SI.
Patrick 's Court.
This radi ant , viva cious young lady
is a senior in Civil Engineering at
UMR . She is involved in many campus
activities including Zeta Tau Alph a
sorority,
Sociely
of
Wom en
Engineers , Intercollegi ale Kn ights,
and the Am erican Society of Civil
Engineers . Paula pl ans to gradu ate in
July and possibly continue her
educa tion by obtain ing a master 's
degree
in
the
engineer ing
management departm ent.
We believe Paula would complim enl
the court of an y saini , even th e mos t
important - Sa int Palrick.

Kappa Sigma

Venezuelan Students Ass,
Miss M artha Gon za lez, a senior in
Pe lroleum
E nginee rin g
is
Ihe
Venezu elan
Siudeni
Associa lion
candidale for SI. Pal's Queen for 1979
al th e Uni ver sil y of Missouri al Ro ll a
Marlha is fiv e- feel four, has brow n
eyes and bl ack hair and weighs t 25
pounds .

The Men of Kappa Sigma are proud
to presen t Ter esa Burke as our
nominee for St. Pal's Queen of Love
and Beauly . Ter esa is Ihe daughler of
Mr . and Mrs. Harold Burke of Roll a.
She is currenlly a freshman al Ihe
Uni ve r sil y of Mi ssouri-Roll a wh ere
she is ma jorin8 in Life Science . In her
spare lime she enjoys tennis. water
skiin g, ba c k~mm o n and lipping a
few With Ihe brolher s I nol necessar ily
in Ih al order I. Beca use of Ihe facllh al
she IS a life· long r es idenl of Roll a as
well as a stu denl here, we feellh allhl s
preroc lous 5'2" blue·eyed, blonde
pi xie woul~ be an Idea l choice 10
represent th e entire Univ ersit y of
Mlssourl ·Roll a al SI Pal' s 1979

Alpha Epsilon PI
The Brothers of Alpha Epsilon Pi
are proud to presenl M iss Sandra
Thompson as our candidate for Ihe St.
Pat 's Queen of Love and Beauty .
Sandy hails from Jefferson City and is
currently attending the University of
Missouri-Columbia .
At UMC, she is a freshman
majoring in Horticulture and is a
member of the Horticullure ClUb . She
is also a Litlle Sister of Ihe Phi
Fraternity
al
Gamma
Delta
Columbia . Some of her olher interests
include art, music, plants, and oul ·
door activities.
We feel Ihat Sandy's outstanding
personality and grace, coupled wilh
her vivacious good looks make her Ihe
one and only choice to be Ihe 1979 St.
Pat's Queen of Love and Beauty .

The memDers of Tech ·Eng ine Club
take grea t pride in presenting Miss
Karla Klamert as their candidate for
the 1979 St. Pat 's Queen of Love and
Beauty . Karla is a freshman al
Northeast Missouri State Universily,
majoring in mass communications .
She involves herself in as many ex tracurricular activities as possible,
whil e at the same time maint aining a
high grade point. Her num erous
hobbies include sports , dancing and
pl ay ing bea utiful classica l music on
th e violin .
Karl a is th e daughler of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Klamert of SI. Louis,
Mo. We at Tech·Engine Club feel Ih at
her rare combinallOn of beauty ,
charm , and poise will make her the
ideal choice to reign With 5t Pat ov er
Ih e fesllvltles thi s spring

TbetaXI
The men of Thela Xi are proud 10
announce Ms . Leshia A. Welker as
their lovely Saini Pat 's Queen candidate.
Al the age of twenty , Ms. Welker has
excelled academically as well as
socially . With an Associates Degree in
computer science she now works for
Ralston Purina Company in Saint
Louis. Hailed as a debulante socialite
in Saint Louis, Ms . Welker is sure to
catch your eye . This 5'6" blonde,
green-eyed beauty plans to attend
Washington University in the fall to
receive her Bachelor of Science in
Accounting as a scholarship recipient.
With a cumulative grade point well
over 3.0 she is sure to do well .
We are convinced that you will
agree to the positive attributes of Ms.
Welk.e r . As slated by Ms . Welker,
" Saint Pal's Queen Candidacy is an
honor that every girl would enjoy ."

Sigma Phi EpSilon
The men of .Sigma Phi Epsilon
proudly
prest nt
Miss
Alisa
Briggeman as their SI. Pal's queen
candidate for 1979. Alisa is a Rolla
resident and a 1977 graduate from
Rolla High School. Alisa is also a
licensed cosmetologist and a graduale
from the Rolla College of Hairstyling.
She has a variety of interests, which
include - swimming , hiking, and
canoeing .
In our opinion Alisa possessed the
qualities besl !>elitting a queen . With
her beauly , charm,and lovely smile
and warm personalily , we feel Ihat
these make Alisa an excellent choice
for 197951. Pal's Queen

1979

RHA
The RHA is proud to present Miss
Donna Quinlan as our 1979 St. Pats
Queen candidate . Donna is currently
attending SMS as a Finance and
General Business major. She is very
active at SMS in many various clubs
as she was in high school. At Grand·
view Senior High in South Kansas City
she was elected Homecoming Queen
her senior year. Donna feels honored
to be a queen candidate for one of the
biggest even Is in Missouri. The RHA
is sure St. Pat would be nothing less
than honored to have Miss Quinlan as
Queen.

PAMELA KAYE HENDRIX
PI Kappa Phi

Ms. Welker has
I as well as
odales Degree In
le now works lor
mpany in Saini
!bulanle socialile
Welker is sure 10
bis ;'6" blonde,
plans 10 attend
ily in Ihe lalilo
)rolScieneeln
larship

rhe men of Pi Kappa Phi are very
)ud to present Iheir t979 st. Pat's
een Candidate, the lovely Ms.
Irily Smelcer. Marilyn is currently
junior at UMR, majoring in
troleum Engineering . She is a
'mber of S.P .E . and is also active in
If .S. intramural sports, including
,ketball, ping pong, bowling, and
tball. In her leisure time, Marilyn
oys the fine art of bellydancing.
Ifter graduation Marilyn plans to
rk in petroleum production . We, the
n of Pi Kappa Phi, feel thai
rilyn, with her outgoing per·
,alily and charming appearance,
uld make an excellent St. Pat's

GDI
The members of G.D.I. proudly
presenl Miss Pamela Kay Hendrix as
Iheir 1979 St. Pat's Queen Candidate.
Pam, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs .
Arthur W. Hendrix of Brentwood,
M [ssouri, is a graduating senior in
Engineering
Management.
She
transferred to UMR her junior year
from Washi.nglon University in St.
Louis . Pam is treasurer of the Baptist
Student Union and vice president of
her Little Sister pledge class at Sigma
Nu . She is also a member of GDI.
EMA, and AilE . Pam enjoys all
sports, sewing, cooking, and danCing
in her spare time.
We, the members of G.D .I. Iruly
believe that Pam's winning per·
sonality, intelligence, and beauty will
make all of UMR proud to have her as
the 1979 St. Pat 's Queen .

Chi Omelia
he sisters of Chi Omega are proud
Innounce as our firsl St. Pat 's
en candidate Miss Carol Scalise .
01, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
lise of St. Louis, is a junior in
'hanical Engineering here at

R.
Irol, now correspondIng Secretary
Chi Omega, was Pledge Class
;ident of Sigma Chi Omega 's lasl
ge class . She is currently a
nber of ASME . In addition, Carol
ys playing soccer, volleyball, and
[elba II wilh Chi Omega On her
she enjoys swimming, hockey,
raquelball. Her hobbies include
ng and lalch·hooking rugs.
e Chi O's believe Ca ro), s in ·
lence, good looks, and easy·going
ner would grace st. Pal's Courl
Itlfully .

RHONDA S, POWERS
SlgmaNu
The men of Sigma Nu Fraternity
are proud to present M iss Rhonda
Powers as their 1979 St. Pat's queen
candidate. Rhonda is a sophomore
here at UMR majoring in Civil
Engineering . She is the daughter of
Mr . and Mrs . Leo E . Powers of
O'Fallon , Mo . where she attended
Wentzville High School. Her hobbies
include music , danCing. and various
sporls as a participant and as a
spectator She is very active in " Little
Sisters of the While Star " and ASCE
Rhonda, we feel, would make an
excellent queen and would add a
sparkle 10 St. Pal's ':ourl

CAROL KOOPMAN
Beta Sigma Psi
The men of Beta Sigma Psi take
great pride in presenting Miss Carol
Koopman as their 1979 St. Pat 's queen
candidate . This 18 year old blonde
beauty is currenlly a freshman at
Columbia College, majoring in fashion
design .
Caro),s interests include clothing,
dramas, and sports .
Although Carol is from out·of·town,
she is very familiar with UMR , for she
seldom misses a party weekend . With
her warm personality, the men of
Beta Sigma Psi feel Carol would make
an ideal queen of love and beauty .

TJHA
M iss
Barbara
Chappue,
a
sophomore transfer student from
Southwest Missouri State, is proud to
be representing TJHA as their St.
Pat's queen candidate. We still must
write
this
required
paragraph
describing her multi·faceted per·
dynamic
campus
in·
sonality ,
volvement, good looks, and desire to
spread
peace
and
happiness
throughout the world, despite the fact
that Barb, a geological engineering
major, has temporarily given up all
special inlerests in an attempt to
salvage her grade·point. It is hoped
that Barb's down to earth espose will
sway the men in the green jackets,
because nobody is more " down to
earth" than the Board .

PI Kappa Alpha
The mon of Alpha Kappa chapter of
Pi Kappa Alpha are proud to present
the lovely Miss Linda Fleschner of
Florissant, Mo. as their candidate for
St. Pat's Queen . 5' 5" with brown
hair and Hazel eyes, Linda is
presently a freshman in Mechanical
Engineering at UMR.
In her first year at Rolla, Linda has
been extremely active in campus
organizations. In addition to serving
as Vice President of PiKA 's little
sister group, she has been treasurer of
Kappa Delta's fall pledge class and a
member of bOlh ASME and S.W.E. In
her spare time, Linda enjoys tenniS,
swimming, and water skiing as well
as being an eXIl~.rt seamstress.

We Ihe men of Sigma Pi are very
proud 10 have chosen Miss Sara Eicks
to repr esent us as our 1979 St.
Patrick 's queen candidate . Sara , a
5'9" blonde blue·eyed beauly hailing
from Ballwin, Mo., is a Jr. at South·
west Mo. State University majoring in
marketing and management and is
very active in various school ac tivities. A member of the Sugar Bears,
the SMSU cheerleading squad, ' a
gymnastic 's coach, swimming and
diving coach and an active participant
in inlramural volleyball , football ,
swimming and softball , it is evident
that Sara enJoys ath letics and
physical fitness very much . She also
donates her time and athlelic ability
helping the less fortunate by teaching
handicapped children how to swim
We feel Ihal Sara a very active and
sociable young lady, illuslrates the
charming personality and beauty Ihal
would make her an excellent chOice 10
represenl UMR as liS 1979 St.
Patrick 's queen .

LAURA TRYON
Lambda Chi Alpha
We the brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha are proud to present as our
candidate for St. Pat's Queen, Miss
Laura Tryon . Laura is now a Jr.
majoring in Economics here at UMR.
For the past two years she attended
Southwest Missouri State University,
before transferring to UMR this
semester. Miss Tryon is a 5' 8" beauty
from Rolla, Mo. Her hazel blue eyes
are accented by her long locks of
brown hair. In addition to being a full
time student Laura enjoys raquetball,
swimming, and jogging. She is the
daughter of Jack and Barbara Harris.
Due to Laura's ever present smile and
outgoing personality we feel that she
would be an excellent choice for the
St. Pat 's queen of Love and Beauty .

Sigma Tau Gamma
We, the Brothers of Sigma Tau
Gamma proudly present Miss Ann
Schukai as our St. Pat's Queen Can·
didate for t979.
Ann is a member of Kappa Alpha
Theta Sorority at the Universily of
Missouri at Columbia , where she is a
freshman Journalism major . This
attractive young lady enjoys waler
sports, snow skiing, and tenni s and
also practices diligent study habits
which have earned her honor status at
both Ursuline Academy , in St. Louis,
and presentty at Mizzou .
Through active participalion on
party weekends, Ann has grown to
appreciale U M R tradition . We feel she
will be an ideal candidate for SI. Pat 's
Queen .

KAREN WHEATON
Delta Sigma Phi
The men of Delta Sigma Phi are
proud to present Miss Karen Wheaton
as our St. Pat's queen candidate for
1979. Karen, a native of Independence,
Mo ., is a sophomore here at UMR
majoring in Geological Engineering.
She is a transfer student from
Warrensburg and has brought her
talents with her. She can be seen
twirling her baton as majorette for the
band at football and basketball
games. Karen enjoys the outdoors,
such as biking, swimming, and
especially waler skiing . Because of
her outgoing personality and unending
charm we feel Karen would make an
outstanding contribution as queen to
the St. Pat's court for 1979.

JENNIE ADKINS
Kappa Deita
Kappa Delta is proud to name
Jennie Adkins as their 1979 St. Pat 's
Queen Candidate. Jennie is a senior in
petroleum engineering at UMR and is
involved in many activities . She is one
of Kappa Delta 's representatives in
Gamma Alpha Delta and is a member
of the Student Union Board and the
Society of Petroleum Engineers . In
the past , Jennie has belonged to the
Society of Women Engineers and
Pan hellenic. She once played on the
worn ens ' varsity baskelball squad and
was treasurer for IKA . Kappa Delta
feels that Jennie is well qualified as a
candidate for St. Pat 's Queen .

.-
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To Perform AtMizzou
Although the Circus enjoys a
prominence and popularity in
America that is more than a
hundred years old, the lure of
the Big Top has been a compelling force in international
entertainment
circles
for
hundreds of centuries. It began
in Egypt with acrobats and
jugglers and has risen to new
triumphs with the North
American
debut of
the
FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL
DU CIRQUE DE MONTE
CARLO
SPECTACULAR,
produced by Irvin Feld and
Kenneth Feld of RINGLING
BROS. AND BARNUM &
BAILEY CIRCUS. It's the first
European-style Circus extravaganza to ever cross the
Atlantic Ocean, and is to appear
in Columbia, at the Hearnes
Multi-purpose Building for five
performances Friday, March 16
through Sunday, March 18
under the patronage of His
Serene Highness Prince Rainier
III, Europe's most prominent
patron of the Circus Arts. The
FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL
DU CIRQUE DE MONTE
CARLO
SPECTACULAR
represents an award-winning
cast of world-wide scope,
reflecting a variety of skills

cultivated ana perfected over
thousands of years.
Successors to the Egyptian
performers were wild chariot
riders and horsemen who appeared regularly in the Circus
Maximus during Nero's Roman
Empire. Novelty acts of all
types began developing in many
parts of Europe and (inally in
the eighteenth century, trained
wild animal acts, especially
bears, were performing in tiny
villages to the amusement of
entertainment-hungry
townspeople.
Unlike the Circus in Europe
now, where one country may
have over a hundred traveling
Circuses and the Russian
Government provides employment for 7500 citizens of the
Big Top ~ there were few
organized shows touring the
Continent until the late 1700's.
Philip Astley, an Englishman,
gave birth to the Circus as we
know it today . Astley's hor'seback riding expertise was
combined with other atand
permanent
tractions,
Circus
buildings
began
sprouting up in major cities
throughout Europe, with many
still currently in use.
A protege of Astley's long-

Ediletters
I11I1

Drink, Enjoy!
Dear EDitor:

several hours, ya know what I
mean? So, I say, into the future
and leave those who can't un·
derstand behind and let's alleet

time partner Charles Hughes,
also a superb horseman, exported the Circus art forms to
America for the first time in
1793. John Bill Ricketts'
modest troupe, which began its
U.S. exhibition in Philadelphia,
provided the inspiration for
later
American
versions,
eventually leading to the
granddaddy of U.S. Circuses RINGLING
BROS.
AND
BARNUM & BAILEY CIRCUS:
The Greatest Show on Earth.

·
•

MIDTERMS are over! !
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POSITION OPEN FOR
COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENT

Stud. No. 38875

~A ~e~~~.f!.

Department of 'Auxiliary Services (University
Center) has an opening for a computer science
student to work with the data processing for
housing / student information. Requires
k nowledge of Pl1. Prefer sophomore or junior
w ho is willing to learn in a working environment
w hile gaining valuable work experience. Also
d esirable to have someone who can be a vai l able

•

...............................

through summer months.

Come in and see our
wide selection of
Jewelry.

fl S
l:/

I

Twelve members of the UMR chapter of SAE travelled to Detroit for the national SAE
convention. Above is shown the UMR SAE exhibit, complete with a 1f4 mile drag strip
simulator that the cha pter hauled up there. Story on page 2.
( Photo by SAE)

It seems to me that in the
recent controversy over what
type of alcoholic beverage was ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• +~
to be on tap during the spastic,
slobbering, blurred scenes of St.
Pat's there was an extremely
HWY. 63 S.
'MEXICO
viable option overlooked. Wine. • DELICIOUS
Cheap wine. I'm not talkin ' : MEXICAN
ROLLA
CITY :
about
your
expensive •
FOOD
CLOSED
MON.
STYLE.
burgandies or your two-fifty
dinner wines, or even your
buck-ana-half-a-bottle MD·2020. I'm talkin' about your fiftycents a half·gallon, MissouriOzark rot-gut with wood -chips
floating in it. Just slap it on tap
and watch everybody bolt over
and clutch their intestines,
puking their bloody guts out as
their knees cave in and they're
thrust to the ground in a series
of violent, jerking convulsions,
only to lay helpless as they flop
about randomly like epileptic
fish. Then, they wake up the
next morning, and everybody's
sterile. Now, I know there are
people out there who aren't hip
to this kind of a party, but are
we going to inhibit the fun of the
majority just for the benefit of
the few? Look, they 're probably
the same people who aren't into
running full bore and hurling
themselves, headfirst, into
brick walls. I mean, everybody
knows that you might be un- r
conscious for a while, but dig,
when you come out of it, man,
Joe Miner Ring
you've got a head buzz that just
Exclusively At
won't quit. Canudigit? Like, yOU
don't even know where you are,
or mi!.ybe even who you are for

• .

h
•
••
••
•

Appl-ications are being accepted in the Director's
Office , Room 114 , University Center West.

We inn-vite you to try our new

Chef Salad
Also Try Our

t e 'I

JEWELRY

715 Pine St.
Forum Plaza Shopping Center

SOUp & Salad Bar
And Our Dinner Salad
"Y our

~izza,

pasta, sandwich & salad place"

-----------COUPON-----------I

PIZZA BUCK

i $1 00 off
u

any 13" or 16" pizza

i

I

~
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TALE OF TWO STUDENTS
Joe Miner

Bill Miner
By ED LA TIMER

want to see these antics going
By ED LATIMER
on, Bill decided to stop into the
Student Union for morning
As we last left Joe, he had just
coffee. As he was passing by the played a grueling game of Inhockey puck, Bill saw two board dian, and had been carried up to
reps coversing. Casually, one of the second floor and dropped
the board reps called out to Bill, down the stairs on his journey to
"Hey, buddy ; do you thinK that bed. Joe landed hard and hit his
those senior rings are worth head hard. He began to dream
it? .. " I don't know," replied about. ..
St. Pat's up on campus . There
Bill. "Well", started the other
board rep, "are you getting was Joe, walking with five or
one? " Bill was a little pleased six of his pledge brothers,
that they had taken him for a shillelaghs in hand. One of Joe's
graduating senior, and felt like pledge brothers, Tim, was sent
he
would
show
them in advance to be picked upon by
how mature he was for his age. a board rep who would think he
"No" answered Bill " I'm only was alone. Three board reps
a freshman ."
'
saw Tim coming and one of
Immediately a pack of about them reached into his board
ten board reps surrounded Bill. jacket pocket pulling out a large
They held his arms behind his boa constrictor. Throwing it
back and started to carry him onto the ground, he yelled,
away. " Only a freshman, huh? . " SNAKE!"
Where's your shillelagh, freshImmediately the rest of Joe's
man?"
pledge brothers and himself ran
" Oh, oh," thought Bill, " I up to help out Tim. One person
could be in trouble."
felled the snake's head with the
Hewas right.
first blow from his shillelagh,
The reps threw him into the and the others followed with the
back seat of a car in the parking brutal killing . The slaughter did
lot, and preceeded to color a not end until the snake was six
beard and mustache on his face feet down in the .ground. One
with a green magic marker. board rep jumped down into the
"Hairy little beast, ain 't he? ", crater to try and retrieve the
quipped one board rep to pieces of his boa "Constrictor so
another.
that he could melt him back
Bill heard the engine start together in the Student Union
and felt the car start to move
and use again. But he had not
forward ...
"Do you like duck shit, fresh- counted on the enthusiasm of
the EAT pledges. Joe himself
man?"
was so caught ·up in the spec(to be continued next week )

As we last left Bill, he had
gone to sleep, thinking about his
upcoming Saturday night date
with Amelia .
A knock at the door woke up
Bill from his slumber. "What
do you want?", asked Bill with
a groggy voice.
"Hey, Bill, come on! We're
all going out to pick out a
shillelagh to beat all the snakes
with upon campus. Let's go!"
Bill laid back on his bed
thinking it over. "Oh, shoot; is
it here already?" Bill had heard
of these "shillelaghs " that the
freshmen were supposed to
carry, and of the consequences
of not carrying one if caught.
But Bill was really tired, and
didn't believe those rumors of
what would happen if caught.
"I'm not making one; now
leave me alone so I can sleep! "
"OK, Bill, it's your hide, not
mine,"
Well, here it was : official
snake-killing time . Bill was
walking up to the U, a little
early for his 8: 30. The first thing
he noticed was all the freshmen
carrying shillelaghs . " Those
dumb suckers are going to lug
that thing around all week,"
Bill thought to himself as he
chuckled about how he didn't
have to. He saw freshmen
running around in hoards
killing snakes, and thought
"how immature." Since he was
running early and really didn't

rip

E)

EasyGoingJohn Biggs
By LINDA PONZER
When John was about thirteen
he picked up an old cheapo Lyra
guitar - "It was like trying to
fret barbed wire " - and taught
himself to play. He has since
traded his Lyra for a Guild six
string and a Mossman Flint
Hills twelve string, both flat top
guitars. He added the country

banjo to his act in the Spring of
1973.
John made his first appearance at UMR back in 1972.
It was one of his first gigs on his
first college coffeehouse tour.
Whatever there is about John
that makes his performances so
well-attended and received
must have its roots in tiie deep
honesty which John uses in
presenting himself to the
audience. Whether he is singing
a touching love ballad, or
wailin g a drinking song, or
telling a story, he holds the
audience 's attention and drives
them to tears, laughter and
applause.
Throughout his show John
will entertain you . Whether it be
by his guitar strumming, banjo
picking, anecdotes or smooth
easy going style. He has that
rare quality that enable him to
Sincerely smile and joke with
any audience.
John 's musical versatility
enables him to perform many
types of music. He excels on the
banjo, six and twelve string
guitars.
He will present his concert on
Friday, March 9, at 8:00 p.m.
FREE COFFEE! !

.·•..............................
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As the semi-famous Garnett
Walters once - said, "Hello ... ..
Here's what you need to know
for the next quiz :
The Dirt Band will be in
concert at UMR Saturday,
March 17, at 8 p.m. in the Multipurpose Building. The doors·
will open at 7:30 p.m., and the
box office will open at 6.
Campus ticket sales will be on
sale in the New Student Union
from 9: 30 to 1: 30 on March 8 and
9, and also from 9: 30 to 3: 30 on
March 12, 13, and 14.
John Biggs will be playing
and singing songs of love, hard
times , and dubious social merit
this Friday, March 9 from 8 to
10 p.m. in the St. Pat's
Ballroom. Your favorite caffeine solution will be served,
free .
The Recreation committee
will be presenting a "Three
Stooges Follies " movie this
Sunday at 4 and 6:30 p.m. in
Centennial Hall. It's free, too.
There's a Spad~s tournament

coming up also, so watch for it.
If any of you out there would
like to be a director or officer of
the Student Union Board, turn
in an application in the Glass
Palace, 115 New Student Union,
by the end of this month . The
only . requirement is that you
must have served on one SUB
committee for at least one
semester. Sanity is optional.
That 's all for now. Keep your
airspeed up.

New at Dai.ry
Queen Brazier

75¢
Doubles $1.35
Triple·s $1.75
Singles

Open Daily From
10 a.m.·ll p.m.
Reg . U .S. Po t Off ..
AM D .O . Corp . (e) Copyr ight 1979
Am . D .O . Co rp

More Burger Than Bun!

tacle that he reared back and
gave the board rep a good shot
over the head with his
shillelagh. The rep toppled
over, unconscious. The pledges
cheered; the other two reps
scattered in a hasty retreat.
Three of Joe's pledge brothers
chased after them .
Meanwhile, Joe notched up
one more snake and one more
board rep on his shillelagh . The
rest of the EAT pledges continued on in their pack.

mediately the B&G boys were
everywhere. It was shillelagh
against
shovel,
rake,
screwdriver, seed spreader,
and pillow. The battle was
horrid to behold. Joe heard one
B&G boy exclaim, " This will
teach you to destroy our
beautiful grass! " as he apprehended one of Joe's pledge
brothers
and
hurled
his
shillelagh througH the ME glass
doors. The battle continued .
Now the B&G boys were using
pieces of the broken glass as
As they proceeded through weapons . "Gee" , thought Joe to
campus, students and faculty himself, " these guys are cunalike cleared avery, very ning and resourceful. "
respectable path . Joe glanced
around and looked at all the
All of a sudden, a loud motor
casualties so far: students with
gauze wrapped completely was heard in the distance. Joe
around their head, arm and quit beating the B&G boy he had
hand casts everywhere, many felled and listened. The noise
people on crutches, and even got closer and closer, and then
three in wheelchairs, two of there it was! The B&G power
rake ! A crazed B&G boy with a
which
still
carried
their
look of kill in his eyes was
shillelaghs! Joe smiled inwardly, thinking that he had
had a hand in this war against oper ating the vehicle . Joe
watched the pitiful scene as he
the St. Pat 's board reps.
saw four, five, now six freshSuddenly, from the other end men fall to the hideous beast.
of campus, a massive wave of. Wait! Now the thing was
people was seen in a huge mass, bearing down on Joe! Qu ickly
slowly walking toward Joe's Joe started to run- faster and
group. It didn 't take long for Joe faster. Hurry! It was almost on
to realize that this could be the him . Joe turned around only to
third power rumored to . be find that the blades were within
mobilizing for the struggle : inches of his feet and then ...
B&G. Joe sensed a little fear as
the two groups neared. Then the
He woke up, to the sound of an
B&G men stopped, and their
active 's voice in his ear. " Hey,
leader cried out, "Down with St.
come on Joe. Wake up and get
Pat's!"
busy making your shillelagh for
Apparently, that was some
next week. "
.
sort of Signal, because im(to be continued next week)

UNIVERSITY CENTER
INFORMATION DESK
School Supplies
Binders
Theme Books
f(otebook Filler Paper
Ink Pens, Pencils, Pentels
Computer Supplies Including Flowcharting
Templates, Coding Forms And Print Charts.

UNIVERSITY CENTER EAST
Phone 341·4296

Johnny's SmoHs StaH
HEAD START ON S1. PAT'S

FREE
st. Pat's Cup with purchase of 22

oz. Coors Beer for $1.25. Refill 75¢.
Come Sat., March 10th from 8 to midnight
and help support UMR rifle team.
Plus great

-,
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Johnny's SmoHs StaH
Highway 72 at Rolla St.

364·4838
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The

DIRT

BAND

III

Classified

Adslll

ATTENTION . LADIES ' SI. Pat's 1979 E,lravaganza nee.lls
shapely legs for Ihe sexy leg conles l. flr sl place Will be a
memorable SI. Pal Souvenir. If you darr . plea se conlacl. Joe
Tobin, or be al Ihe Exlravaganza on March I;.
WHOLESALE NEW CARS : Before you put money down for
your dream car, check this oul. UMR student works with an auto
broker that can get most American foreign cars, trucks, jeeps,
and vans at substantial discounts. For a free quote and additional
details, call Larry Peck at 364·2314 . This 'Is a legal setup and
serious inquiries only, please.

Dirt Band
By MARK NEALON
Who wO.!lld ever think that a 6man band with an exceedingly
heavy
touring
schedule,
repeated national television
exposure including "Saturday
Night Live" and "Midnight
Special," and the honor of being
the first band to tour the Soviet
Union, would want to stop in
Rolla, Mo. to perform for a
capacity crowd of merely 5000
people? Very few of us, no
doubt. But by 8:00 p.m. on the
17th of March in the confines of
the
Gale-Bullman
MultiPurpose Building, it will have
become a reality - and it won't
be the first time. Having appeared three times before in the
past nine years, the Dirt Band
will once again enrich the stage
with the folk-rock heritage that
has created a legend in its 12year existence. Tickets go on
sale today, March 8, from 9:303: 30 and will be sold -on thru
until Wednesday, March 14, for
$3.00. Tickets will also be sold at

*

WARNING : Anybody who's anybody will be soaking up rays
and brew at the TGIW at TKE next Wednesday starting at 3:00
p.m.

AtUMR

DEAR P .V. - Happy Birthday! Hope you have a nice birthday
bang. Is the nickname stili appropriate.
Love,
Your little sis
MIDNIGHT COWBOY :jiow was your birthday ride in Moliene?
Is your P .R. sore?

the door on the night of the , Band, having cranked out 12
concert for $5.00.
studio set recordings .
As a brief history, Jeff Hanna
The band's latest effort, Wild
(vocals, electric and acoustic
Nights, is in their opinion their
guitars
and
percussion),
finest, not only because it is the
Jimmie
Fodden
(vocals,
first album produced by
acoustic gUitar, harmonica and
themselves alone, but more so
percussion) and John McEven
(fiddle, banjo, pedal steel, . because it features a totally
new fangled sound that comes
acoustic
guitar,
mandolin,
with the three new members
dobro, lap slide guitar, etc.,
that were recently exchanged
etc.) formed what they called
just this past year.
the Illegitimate Jug Band at
The newest members of the
Long Beach, California in 1966,
Dirt
Band
include
Muel
of which a certain Jackson
Begante (drummer) and Al
Browne was once a member.
Garth (strings and horns), both
The band had a seemingly slow
formerly with Loggins and
start, but having survived
Messina. With the latest admany vicissitudes and changes
dition
of Richard Hathaway
in personnel, the three "foun(bassistJ, these six individuals
ders" eventually created what
are considered the best band of
is now practically an institution
musicians the Dirt Band has
in modern American music
circles, going by the name of ever seen and will ever see for
along time. Sounds like a pretty
the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band and
strong statement? Well, it
under the management of John
might be, but it came from a
McEven's brother William .
fairly respectable source - Jeff
On their 10-year anniversary
in 1976, they dropped "Nitty Hanna, their lead Singer. See
Gritty" and became The Dirt you next Saturday.

Love, C.W .
FOR SALE: Sanyo TP-8250 direct drive turntable. Automatic
return - 2 years old. $100.00. Can Steve or Andy - 364-7176.
WANTED TO BUY: Permanent visa status . No go back if can't
take TRANS AM with me. Call HASAN al 341-4114 .
NEED RIDE TO TIFFIN , OHIO or even Columbus, Ohio,
Friday April 6 (at Easter Breakl one way . Waiting for your call:
Tom Wetteroth 364-8845.
I AM-FM-8-TRACK in dash, $;0.00. I 8·track under dash, $30,00,
FF, rewind, power boost, slide mount. Can Wilbert Brewton, 364·
3471.
FOR INFORMATION on Ihe Iheory and praelice of the ·Ihree·
man lift ,' contact Mark Nankival I alia s ferret ·face I al 364·7;60,
404 Holtman .
PERSONAL : Nank. we hear second·timers gel Nair. Come
down anytim e!
SUPPORT THE UMR Rifle Team . Buy a 22 oz . Coors cup for
your favorite beverage from any r ifle learn _member or in Ihe
office of the ROTC Building .

5 ov i e t 5 i n9 Ies' ~!!!!'!!!!"!'!!!!!!'!!!!"!'!!!!!!'!!!!"!'!!!!!!'!!!!"!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
( Continued from pg _8)
As for the problems encountered by singles here, they
are virtually ignored.
Life here is geared to the
married couple, and there is no
trend, now evident in the West,
for "singles housing" or other
special anienities. In short,
Soviet Singles don't swing.
One letter from a 26-year-old
unmarried woman said sadly
that she and her friends feel
" time is passing us by. "
"Another autumn outdoors
and it becomes more difficult
for us to .move alone or to go
somewhere or take a trip," she
wrote .

"Before with great joy we
went to movies, theaters,
concerts, exhibits, or just for a
walk. And now, when we start
thinking that there is no one
next to us, it seems that nobody
wants us.
"It seems that we have
forgotten even how to sm ile. "
What does she want? "At
least to meet a good person
whom one could respect," she
wrote.
The problem has prompted
one Soviet writer to suggest that
married men should take on an
extra
wife, especially
in
isolated areas of the country ,
where there is an acute shortage of men.

Sex among unmarrieds is
considered as free here as it is
in the West since birth control
and abortions are widely
available.
Meanwhile, the number of
single mothers increases annually, especially as the social
stigma attached to them lessens
and state-funded medical and
welfare benefits for them are
increased .
Also, because one out every
three marriages in the Soviet
ends in divorce, the plight of
divorced women is another
headache.
As women in the Soviet Union
become better-educated and
take on jobs traditionally
reserved for males, an unconscious "class " barrier has
arisen. After all, explained one
university graduate, you can't
expect a female lawyer to
marry a male ditch digger.
Soviet singles also complain
that it is difficult to meet
prospective mates, especially
after they leave university life
and enter the working world.
Complained one schoolteacher :
"I do not have a family and
probably never will . First of all,
I have no time for myself. I
work in an evening school now,
and I am constantly occupied
with my job.
"If one doesn't marry while
at university, just drop the
idea."

If you're thinking about a technical pos ition after graduation ,
think about this. How many companies can offer you a nuclear
submarine to operate? The answer is none. Equipment like
this is available only in the Navy.
The Nav y operate s ove r h a lf the nuclear re actors in
America. So our tra ining is the most comprehensive.
As a commi,;s ioned Nuclear Propulsion Officer who has successfully completed a year of nuclear training, you'll receive
a $3 ,000 bonus. Plus a t op sal a ry and responsibility for
advanced technical equipment.
If you're majoring in engineering, math or the physical sci ences, find out a bout the Nuclear Navy. Contact:
Lt. Jesse Trice, Dept. of the Na.y, 210 N. 12th St., St. Louis, MO 63101.
(314) 268·2505. Call collect, station·ta-station,

NAVY OFFICDLIT'S NOT lUST A I0Il. IT'S AN ADVINTURI.
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Physics
(Cont. from p. 4)
the course, he reiterated . " 1
think students who make these
comments should examine his
own motives in his own
program . "
Next I asked Professor McFarland about the lab manuals
used in Physics 22 and Physics
23 labs. He said that they try to
completely rewrite the manuals
every several years and at the
present time they are in a very
uncomfortable position because
they are revising the labs while
trying to acquire new equipment to change some of the
labs. (Because of this, students
taking first semester physics
labs were not required to
purchase lab manuals and are
using manuals on reserve in the
Iibrary.l He expects the new
equipment to improve the labs
and hopefully the new labs will
be ready next fall. Finally, Dr.
McFarland said that any
comments on ways to improve
the labs would be welcome and
greatly appreciated.
While we were discussing the
lab manuals. I asked him about
the readability of the manuals
by the average student. Prof.
McFarland responded "I claim
that the manual is very
readable ... current students
must consider that. on the
average, their reading abilities
are substantially less than the
reading abilities of student
when the manual was written ."
He continued by saying that this
is an unfortunate situation
which the university had
nothing to do with. and that it is
the high school 's fault that their
graduates couldn't read . He
continued "I know by personal
experience that many students
are indeed unable to read
simple expository English and
understand it. I think that any '
attempt to simplify the written
material even further than it is,
would be a dilution of their
standards wh ich are already
not especially high . So if
students have difficulty reading
the material, they should not
direct their comments towards
us but they should be sending
back commen ts to the ir high
schools ... "
When I said that this still did
not
solve
the
problem ,
Professor McFarland said that
presumably the students are
mature enough to seek help if
they are presently have difficulty with reading . He pointed
out tha r there are cl asses
available on campu ses to improve ones reading ab ili ty and
that any student who has not

~

I

Say your own thing
with an ice cream
birthday cake from
Ruby's . Make
someone' s day
special
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Labs

Investigated

taken advantageoftheseclasses
and is having difficulty In
reading the material has no one
to blame but himself. Overall,
he said that someone had to
maintain academic standards,
and since the high schools are
failing to do it, the universities
will have to .
After I finished talking to Dr.
McFarland, had a conversation
with Dr. John T. Parks, the
Chairman of the Physics
Department. First of all, I
asked Dr. Parks about the
selection of the TA 's ( teaching
assistants) who run the physics
lab. He said that the main thing
they consider when choosing
the T A's is the teaching ability
of the person . He said that this
is normally done through letters
sent to advisers and professers
who know the student and it is
usually a very effective method
of gathering this type of in-

formation . Parks pointed out
that they do turn down stUdents
with good academic records if
they are likely to be ineffective
as lab TA's. Overall, he best
summarized what he said by
saying "We take the teaching
very seriously! "
Beside the teaching ability of
a student, Dr. Park said thev
also consider the ability of the
students to speak the English
language. Parks said that
whenever they interview a
foreign student for these
pOSitions, they very heavily
consider their ability to speak
the
language.
Then
he
reiterated this point saying
is
" Occasionally,
there
someone whose language, at the
very first catch, gives a little
trouble, but we don 't have
anyone that can not be understood ... basically, most of
our TA 's speak pretty good
English ."

While I was talking to Dr.
Parks, I asked him how he feels
about the readability of the lab
manuals. He said that he was
well aware of the fact that the
English ability of a student has
been on a steady decline for the
past several years. But he
pOinted out that it has been on
the decrease for a long period
and
shouldn 't
of
time
necessarily be held against the
student. He continued , " I think
that the manual should be
readable to the students who
come in ( to the class) ... In this
manual (the newly rev ised
version) we are trying to use
more short. declarative sentences and perhaps a slightly
reduced
vocabulary ...
"
Finally, he summarized this
philosophy by saying " We are

trying to make the manual
more readable, so reading is not
Itself a handicap. " But he went
on to strongly emphasize that,
while the manual has been
complete revised, the stUdents
will still be required to learn the
same material in order to pass
the course. Thus, Dr. Parks is
hoping to keep the quality of
know ledge of the passing
students the same as for the
stUdents of previous semesters.
Overall, both Dr. McFarland
and Dr. Park are hoping that
new equipment and a revised
lab manual will improve the
first semester physics labs. In
the near future, I hope to talk to
Dr. Don Sparlin about the
second semester physics labs
and write an article about our
conversation .

Rolla Craft-Hobby
1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5581

Your last 2 years of college
can be your first 2 years of management.
This summer, you can begin 2 years of
management education to complement your

college degree program. Then, upon graduation , enter a position of instant management
responsibility _ As an officer in the active
Army or R eserves. The Arm y ROTC
2-year program starts with 6 weeks of
summer training a t Fort Knox , Ky_ With
pay $450
You 'll learn what it t akes to be a soldier
- to have your body t oughened, your confidence developed.
Do well and you can qualify for Army
ROTC courses in the fall. Do exceptionally
well , and you may be heading back to
college wit h a two-year fu ll t u it ion
scholarship.
For t he next 2 years, you'll learn what
it takes to be an A rmy officer. You'll be
challenged both mentally and physically.
You'll get t he kind of management experience that will be an asset to you in any
career, military or civilian You 'll receive
an extra $100 a month, up to 20 mont hs_
And when yo u grad u ate, you'll have
earned your college degree along with t he
gold bars of an Army officer.
If you'd like to graduate with 4 years
of college plus 2 years of managemen t,
apply by April 1 for t he Army ROTC
2-year program _

ARMY ROTC.

LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
To arrange an interview ,!ppointment, contact:

For more
informatIon

call
364 · 1303
Forum Plaza

Rollo Mo

MILITARY SCIENCE DEPT.
Bldg. T-2 Phone 34 1-474 1

,/
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MI AA Tournament

Swimmers Take Second
By GERRY SCHNITZLER .
At the MIAA Swimming and
Diving Championships held in
Kirksville, Missouri on March
1-3; the UMR Miners placed
second behind the swimmers
from Southeast Missouri State
University. The scoring went as
follows :
Southeast Missouri State, 515
University of Missouri-Rolla,
509
Southeast Missouri State. 258

Northeast Missouri State', 237
Central Missouri State, 193
The
championship
was
clearly a battle between SEMO
and UMR . The Miners came up
six points short in the 18 event
contest, which resulted in our
first loss of the MIAA contest in
five years . Coach Pease felt his
team did swim very well,
however.
The first place finishes and
times for the Miners were:
100 Backstroke, Erickson,

55.660
I Meter Diving, Ray Gill,
426.00
100 Freestyle,_ John Smith
49.402
1650 Freestyle, Stricker,
17 :05.344
UMR second place events and
times were :
200 1M, Jon Tice, 2:05.249
50 Free, Humphrey, : 23 .597
400 1M, Mark Ewers, 4:26.243
200 Freestyle, Jon Tice,
1:49.482

. 200 Breaststroke, Heinicke,
2: i7.651
The third place UMR events
and times were :
500
freestyle , Matthews,
4: 58.922
200 1M , Ewers, 2:02.830
50 Free, Smith, :22.634
400 1M, Stricker, 4:27.776
100 Backstroke, Lampert,
1:00.075
200 Backstroke, Lampert,
2:08.429
1650 Freestvle. Matthews.

17 :34.088
UMR also took first in the 400
Medley Relay, 3:42.04, second
in the 800 Freestyle Relay,
7: 21.876, and second in the 400
Freestyle Relay, 3; 18.432.
NCAA qualifiers to go to
Marquette, Michigan, March
13-18, were Ray Gill in 1 and 3
meter diving and Richard
Erickson in both backstroke
events.

,

NEMSU Takes MIA A Championship
MIAA Release
KIRKSVILLE, Mo. - During
the recently completed 1978-79
basketball season, Northeast
Missouri State achieved three
goals, a 20-game campaign, the
Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic Associjltion title and a
trip to the NCAA Division II
tournament.
Now, the Bulldogs, 20-6
overall and sixth last week in
the Division II national poll, will
try to accomplish another
challenging
objective,
the
championship of the Division II
South Central Regional this
weekend at Nicholls State in
Thibodaux, La.
Willard Sims' crew, seeded
first in the regional, will play
fourth-seeded Rollins College
(16-10 ) of Winter Park, Fla. in a
first-round encounter at 7 p.m.
Friday. The game will be
followed by a 9 p.m. matchup
between the host, number two
seeded Nicholls State (19-6),
and number three seeded
Southeast Missouri State, which
finished in a tie for second in the
MIAA . SEMS was 17-8 before a
Wednesday (Feb. 28) home
engagement with Missouri-St.
Louis.
Friday 's winners will collide
at 9 p.m. Saturday for the

Soccer

average, 6-6 sophomore for- dished out 576 assists since his December helped solidify - us,
especially in the rebounding
ward David Winslow (East St. freshman year in 1975-76.
Louis, Ill.-Public), 11.7, and 6-5
The 'Dogs were fourth last and defensive aspects of our
senior forward Matt Maddox week in NCAA Division II point game."
Sims emphasized overall
(Kirksville), 8.3. A pair of production. At present, they ate
seniors, 5-11 Terry Bussard - averaging 86.4 pOints per trip to improvement in team defense
<Olney, Ill. ), 16.8, and Bill the . court. They erased the and the ability of the 'Dogs to
Rollins, runnerup in the Woodall (Monmouth, UU, 6.5, school record for most pOints in hold their own on the backSunshine Conference, features handle
backline
respon- a single campaign with 2,248 in boards.
The last Bulldog quintet to
a balanced attack that is led by sibilities.
26 games.
6-6 junior forward Kyle Rich
Winslow (9.9), Green (8:2)
NMSU, picked in a pre-season post 20 or more wins was the
(15.8) and 6-7 freshman forw~rd and Maddox (6.8) have done the poll of MIAA coaches to finish 1947-48 edition with a 20-2
Joel Fiser (15.5), Other starters bulk of the rebounding chores second in the loop, has enjoyed ledger. NMSU captured the
for Coach Mark Freidinger's for the 'Dogs.
success this winter for several MIAA championship this year
Tars are 6-4 junior forward
for the first time since 1970-71.
reasons, according to Sims.
Larry Crouch (10.9), 6-2 junior
"It's a combination of fac- Th,a team that year advanced to
Green
currently
holds
the
.
guard Tim Mahoney (12.4) and
tors," he began. "For one thing, ' the second round of the NCAA
standard
for
6-1 senior guard Brian Camp- school
our bench usually played as Tournament before bowing to
(15)
,
consecutive
field
goals
bell (9.0) . Fisher and Rich top
Wesleyan,
the
well as our starters. Inserting Kentucky
Rollins in rebounding with 8.7 and is closing in on the Single
Winslow in the lineup earlv in eventual third-place finisher .
season
mark
for
successfui
and 7.2 carom averages,
shots from the floor (207). He
respectively .
Sims, who directed the 'Dogs has logged 203 through the first
to their first league crown since 26 contests.
becom ing head coach in 1971-72,
Bussard is the new NMSU
said he didn't know much about career scoring record holder
Friday 's
opponent.
" But with 1,338 pOints. He rewrote
they 've
played
a
tough the feat with a 22-point assault
schedule that includes Division that helped the 'Dogs trip MIAA
I Georgia, Dartmouth, Wake title
contender
Lincoln
Fores! and Dayton," he added.
University , 77-71, in the final
The taskmaster will counter regular game Monday at
with a lineup comparable in size Kirksville , and clinched the
This week the M-Club has fre e style . He made the swim in
to the Tars. NMSU's frontline championship for the Sims
selected Paul " Beanie" Striker 17 :05 .34 breaking th-e old record
will be comprised of 6-6 senior men . Bussard also established a
as Athlete of the Week . Paul of by four seconds held by AlIforward Ved . Green (Mt. new MIAA mark this season for
the swim tea m set a new con· American Alan Frederich in
Clemens, Mich. ), the team career assists. Going into the
ferenc e recorrl in the 1,650 yard 1977.
scorinl! leader with a 17.1 regional, the speedy I!uard had
regional crown, preceded by a
game
between
third-place
Friday's losers. Nicholls was
lOth in last week's Division II
poll, while SEMS and Rollins
received some votes.

M-Club

A thlete Of The Week

Club

Hosts

BE YS-=
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Strong 'Mizzou Squad

Under New Management
By JOE KELLETT
The UMR soccer team kicks
off its '79 spring seaso n this
Sunday at 2: 30 on the intram ural fields. ' The UM R
soccer club preSident, Pat
Becke r, in trying to prepare his
team for next fa ll 's regula r
season has scheduled several
game~ fo r this spring . Sunday,
the soccer tea m will host a
strong Mizzou club that is in the
midst of preparing for the Big 8
soccer
tour na ment.
Both
squads
show
outstanding

potential for the upcoming
spring season. Mizzou, led by
for mer UMR standout John
Royal , retu rns most of the sa me
team th at last season was
consistently ra ted am ong the
midwest's top 20 ~ oll ege soccer
team s and UM R retains every
player fro m a squad th a t
recorded the most wins ever in
one season by a UM R soccer
cl ub .
The club looks to be keyed up
for the game on Sunday . The
club members are out to aven ge
a 3-1 loss a t the hands of Mizzou

earlier this year. From the
charge that UMR put on at the
end of the fall season MIzzou wi!
be luS!ky to escape with another
victory. The soccer club closed
out the fall season by knocking
of( previously·once beaten SMS
in Springfield. So with UMR
beg inning to play to their abili ~y
and Mizzou in top condition it
should be an excellent match on
Sunday. E veryone is encouraged to attend thegameand
not only support the team , but
witness som e of the finest
soccer to be found .

PRINTED SPORTSWEAR
SPORTING GOODS CLUB SHIRTS
FRAT. WEAR TEAM UNIFORMS
'Look To Us For Shoes:
CONVERSE BROOKS NIKE
NEW BALANCE
1003 Pine

Rolla, Mo.

364·5495
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Sig Ep TakesAnotherTitle
By GERRY GOEKE

fought back and made it a one-

Last Thursday, Sigma Phi
Epsilon strengthened their lead
in overall intramural pOints by
the
Intramural
taking
Basketball Crown with a 56-52
victory over Tech Engine Club.
Joe Bierschwal did it once
again for Sig Ep, leading the
scoring in the game with an
incredible 32 points. He came
through in the clutch time and
time again, keeping Sig Ep in
the game, as no one else on their
squad could seem to connect.
Tech Engine came out strong
and took an early lead which Sig
Ep only retrieved a few times
throughout most of the game.
was
close
The
contest
throughout its entirety, but Sig.
Ep took the lead with about six
minutes left and did not
relinquish it. They led by as
much as six pOints with about 3
minutes left, but Tech Engine

minutes left . But Sig Ep came
back and scored a basket, and
then took advantage of a Tech
turnover to retrieve possession
with a three-point lead. Seeing
the opportunity to ice the game
with a stall, Sig Ep tried to do
so, but Tech Engine fouled their
opponents and came back and
scored baskets. With just four
seconds left Tech 's hopes flew
away in the hands of Joe
Bierschwal, as he sank two free
throws to ice the game for Sig
Ep at 56-52.

and the determination of the
overall winner will be held. As
of Tuesday night, a darkhorse,
GDI, emerged as the leader by
8'h points over its nearest

---""<"";;:-==;;:"'::"::':==--- point game with a little over two
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By GERRY GOEKE
The Miner Tracksters closed
out their indoor season last
weekend with the MIAA Indoor
Championships held at Central
Missouri State in Warrensburg .
The Miners were left behind in
their race for the lead, finishing
in last place with just 10 pOints.
Northeast Missouri ran away
with the MIAA Indoor Title with
a total of 80 pOints, Southeast
Missouri finished a distant
second with 40 points, Northwest Missouri State took third
with 33'h, Lincoln left with the
middle spot, scoring 32 pOints,
host Central Missouri State
finished fifth with 31'h points,
Southwest Missouri State took
the spot at the , bottom of the
pack with 29 pOints, and UMR
finished a distant seventh with
10 pOints.
The
Miners,
however,
competed well considering that
the five meets that they com·
peted in before this one were the
only chance that the team got to
run on a track, or really use any
track facilities due to the lack of
indoor track facilities here at
UMR and the poor weather
outside.
The Miners were not without
excellent
individual
per·
formances, however, Rick Lux
continued his excellent per·
formances with a third place
finish in the 600 yard run,
clocking I : 12.65. Also, the m ilerelay team clocked their best
time of the year, a 3:26.36 and
finished in third place. Keith
Spalding, recovered from a
vaulting .accident earlier this
year, took third in the pole
vault, clearing 14 feet. Finally,
the Miners came up with a
double in the high jump, as Kurt
Lorenzen merited fifth place

with 6'4 ", and Jeff Russom took
sixth pl~ce, clearing 6'2".

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
~------------

I

Spa r' s Fans

I I Bet
I
You
I
I Didn't
I Know
I
I
I
Brought to you by
I
Jim Wood , C.l.U.
IOnl y three men in h is to r y
e ver scored 100 o r more p o int s

I

inl

lit for Furman Uni ve r si ty in 1954 .1

land W ilt Chambe rla in w h o did it l
I in pro ball in 1 .9~2: .
1
lOn e o f the mo s t amaz ing gam es I
l io b a ske tball h isto r y w a s 01
,f res hm en gam e so m e yeors b o ck I
b etwee n

Duqu esne

Un iver si ty

I

Il an d St . Fran cis . Beca use o f fo ul s ' l
Duqu es n e f ini sh e d th e gam e w ith

l on ly t h r ee p lo yers in st e ad o f f ive

l

I on th e fl oor . a n d they h a d no I
I more left on the bench to pu t!

I in -

b ut wh at mak es t hi s g a me

I

l one o f t h e s t ran ges t o f all -tim e is I
I ' hot Duqu es n e AC TUALL Y DIDI
IBETT ER w h ile th ey h od fewer menl
I p loying th a n ~hen th ey ha d a full l
I te am ' Wi th 7:29 left in th e g am e . I
p he sco re w a s tied 59-59 w h en 01

I

pi o yer fo ul e d o ut le a vi ng Du - ,
I que sne w it h on ly fo u r plo yers l
, ogoin st Sf. Fran cis ' five . Du r ing ,
the next five mi!",ute s Duquesne

I

I

I went ahead 77 ·61! With 2 :23Ieft .
l .:m o th er p i o yer fo ul ed oul , le c v' 1
l
ing

o nl y

thr ee

p layers

BestEver

5

I their

lead . they

aga i ns t

actu all y buil ll

score and won the g a m e!
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II bet you djdn't\;'~w that College I
: life is the original company serv . 1
i"g college trained people . Findl
lout how you benefit from thi s ... I

2

$ 85 ~

STEAK
Baked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast
n
U
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER
U
~ FOr": Plaz. Shopping Center
ROII"~MO.
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
7 Days a Week
.

10 co ll e g e o r pro baske tball gam e .l
ICon yo u nome the o nl y thre e w ho l
I ha ve don e i t ? They or e Bevo Fran -I
I cis w ho did it fo r Rio Grande Co l·1
li e ge in 1953 . Frank Sel vy w ho didl

I their

Till The

Here's another Sig Ep Intramural Championship Team; this time it's basketball. They
defeated Tech Engine 56-52 in last Thursday night's battle.
( photo by Struttma nn)

Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment
Dis~ount Prices To All
513 Hwy. 63 S.
364-5252

I five . But , Du quesne not only held I

8Days

r em aining; Sigma Nu is next
with 38 pOints, then Kappa Sig
with 36, and clOSing out the
leaders is Sig Ep with 19'h
pOints.

Taking place this week in
intramural action is the Intramural
Wrestling
Tour- .
nament. Action commenced
Monday night and continued
Tuesday
and
Wednesday
nights. Tonight will be the
climax of the week, as the
championships
and
wrestlebacks for third place

MinerTrack

Iding

competitor, as they have
wrestlers left in 8 of the 10
weight classes, and have 47
points. TKE is in second with
38'h .points and 7 wrestlers

~J<==::::::)II=c~1=c
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Miner Invitational

Rifle Team

P laces Second
By MARK G. BOLTEN
Over the past weekend the
UMR Rifle Team placed second
in the overall standings for their
own First Annual Miner Invitational Rifle Match held at
Fort Leonard Wood . In the
event nine teams competed in
the three days of competition in
two
different
di visions ;
nonscholarship
and
scholarship. Rose-Hulman took
first place with a team score of
2,147 in the non-scholarship
division while UMR's score of
2,006 put the Miners in second
place. Third place went to
Xavier College ( 1,996 ) from
Cincinnati, Ohio, while Southwest
Missouri
State
at
Springfield took fourth (1,946 l.
Xavier's second team also took
the nonfifth
place
in
scholarship division (I,854l.
In the scholarship division
Murray State University from
Murray, Kentucky , last year's
National Champions, took first
place with 2,233 pOints while
Eastern Kentucky University's
first and second teams traveled
from Richmond, Kentucky, to
take second and third place
respectively .
The event was an approved
Na tional Rifle Assoc iation three
position match. The match
consisted of what is known as a
half course. This means that

twenty record shots are fired
from each of the three
positions ; which are the prone,
standing and kneeling; with a
total of 600 points possible per
person .
During the match each fourman team is allotted 23 minutes
to shoot the 20 record shots from
the prone position, 33 minutes
from the standing position and
33 minutes for the kneeling
position . The scores are then
added up for a possible team
score of 2,400 pOints.
The members of the UMR
Rifle Team who contributed to
the team score of 2,006 pOints
over the weekend were Michael
Mertz, Roy Vielk, Robert Lee
and Robin Thompson. Firing in
the individual category from
UMR was Lee Matous.

KA took the Division II title, scoring a 70-46 victory over Mates. Above, Larry Miller (KA)
puts up a jumper from the free-throw line_ The bottom photo features the KA championship team.
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Check around your campus community. You , too,
may be able to collect an educational award of up to a
thousand dollars if you Pitch In! Groups from campuses
allover the country were awarded $8,750 last year by
participating in Pitch In! Week.
This year, Budweiser and ABC Radio Network will
again reward participating colleges, universities and
approved campus organizations who participate in Pitch
In! Week. Five groups will win $1,000 in first place
educational awards, five second place groups will win
$500, and five third place groups will win $250.
For entry rules and the Pitch In! Week program kit,
simply send in the attached coupon .

----------------------------------1979 National College Pitch In! Week Of
April 2-6. Pitch In! And Win Cash.

N A ME ___________________________________
CO LLEGE __________________________________

4 WHEEL
DRIVES
Good selection of late
models in stock now .

ADDRES S _________________________________
C ITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ Z IP _ _ _
ORG A N IZATI 0 f':l O N CAMPUS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mai l to : College Pitch In' Week DeSk . c/ o ABC RadiO N etwork
1330 Avenue o f the Americas . New York. NY 100 19
Competit ion VO id where prohibi ted by law

Lots of clean late
mo del used cars- all
hand picked.

----------------------------------I

Procks Motor Co.
Richard Tho ma s, Sale sma n
1025 Kingsh ighway Ro lla
34 1·2999

ANHEUSER-BUSCH . INC . • 5T LOUIS

